FTP Site Data Set Descriptions

The files contained in the zips are full table extracts of the key Oil Conservation Division Oil and Gas related tables in an XML dataset format. Included are most of the tables that are shared with ONGARD. These data sets are also shared with New Mexico Tech for their production reports located on the Go-Tech site.

The data sets are refreshed on a monthly basis, the first Monday of every month.

OCDCoreDataYYYYMMDD.zip

- T_WELL (wells)
- T_WC (well completions)
- T_POOL (pools)
- T_PROD_PROP (properties)
- T_SPU (spacing units)

OCDOtherVolumesYYYYMMDD.zip

- T_SPC_UNIT_SDIV (spacing unit subdivisions)
- T_POD_VOL (1999 and prior)
- T_POD_VOL (2000 to 2009)
- T_POD_VOL (2010 and later)
- T_POD_STOR
- T_OTHER_DISP_VOL

OCDWCVolumesYYYYMMDD.zip

- T_WC_VOL (1995 and prior)
- T_WC_VOL (1996-1997)
- ...
- ...
- T_WC_VOL(2010-2011)
- T_WC_VOL (2012 and later)